
 

 
 
 

 

 
YAMAWA AND TECHNAR: A STRONGER COOPERATION IN POLAND 

 
Yamawa Europe announces the appointment of the company Technar as the official 
Yamawa Master Distributor for Poland. Following up to the recent success stories with 
important customers in Poland, Yamawa and Technar are ready to increase resources and 
investments to extend the availability of their products and services to a broader set of 
consumers in the country. Efforts to enhance the level of service for consumers in Poland 
have been part of the main strategy of Yamawa Europe since the beginning of operations in 
January 2016, including the launch of the Polish version of the web site (www.yamawa.eu/pl) 
and the availability of the translated version of Yamawa Catalogue Quick Guide (Informator 
Techniczny). 
«The technical and commercial skills of Technar have significantly enabled the penetration 
of Yamawa products in Poland during the past years of cooperation» said Alessandro 
Sorgato, CEO of Yamawa Europe. «We both have decided to strengthen our relationship 
and work together to extend our presence in the Polish market in both general machining 
applications and in a key segment such as the Automotive industry in which we are having 
a great success». 
«We are pleased by Yamawa Europe’s decision to confirm their commitment in supporting 
the Polish market and us as their Exclusive Distributor for Poland. This is a very significant 
step for our company and a sign of appreciation for our team and their skills. I’m sure that it 
will be efficient and advantageous for both company and for our clients in polish market» 
said Mr. Henryk Dłużewski, President of Technar SP. z o.o. «Our recent presence at 
Toolex exhibition represents a good example of our continuous efforts in promoting Yamawa 
brand and confirms the interest of consumers in Poland for Yamawa high performance 
threading solutions». 
 
For further information about Yamawa and Technar, please visit the websites 
www.yamawa.eu/ and www.technar.pl.  
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About Technar  
 
Headquartered in Mikołów, Technar Sp. z.o.o is a trading company established in 2004 and 
located in center of Silesia, which is one of the most developed industrial region of Poland. 
Technar aims at increasing customers' productivity and efficiency of production by 
appropriate selection and delivery of high performance cutting tools. 
Technar staff consists of 25 employees, most of them experienced engineers and 
technicians, who leverage their experience and knowledge to help customers to meet their 
production goals. 
Technar cutting tools product portfolio include cutting tools from world leading manufactures, 
selected primarily for their high quality. Technar offers not only delievry cutting tools, but 
also technical consulting, extensive technical knowledge and product test when required.  
 
Technar media contact: technar@technar.pl.  
 
 
About Yamawa  
 
Headquartered in Tokyo, Yamawa is a world leader in threading tools manufacturing with 4 
highly specialized factories all located in Japan.  
With a monthly production capacity of over 1.600.000 taps, since its foundation in 1923, 
Yamawa differentiates itself for focusing entirely on threading solutions, massive R&D 
investments and its excellent Quality Control process, built over a rigorously defined protocol 
including triple quality control on 100% of production, regular control of machines calibration. 
 
Yamawa threading solutions are known worldwide for their excellent quality and precision 
resulting in customers’ overall lower cost per thread and reliability of production processes.  
 
Since January 2016, Yamawa started operations of Yamawa Europe, based in Mestre-
Venezia (Italy) in order to make the whole potential of Yamawa product range and know-
how easily and more rapidly available also to customers in Europe. 
 
Yamawa Europe media contact: media@yamawa.eu.  
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